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This study used content analysis and qualitative analysis to examine reasons for moves in 53 child welfare cases with placement instability. Coding from case records of reasons for placement moves revealed three categories in most cases: 1) caregiver-related reasons, such as maltreatment by caregivers or changes in caregivers’ lives; 2) child behavior-related reasons such as aggressive behaviors; and 3) system- or policy-related reasons, such as the need to use temporary placements or the aim of placing children
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with siblings. Children’s previous instability should be considered in choosing and supporting caregivers, providing mental health resources, and considering moves to improve care.
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Most children who are removed from their homes by child welfare services are stable in their placements (Pardeck, 1984; Proch & Taber, 1985; Webster, Barth, & Needell, 2000), but a worrisome proportion of children experience multiple placements and do not achieve stability in their living situation. Connell and colleagues’ study tracking placement data for children in foster care in Rhode Island suggests that between 25% to 50% of children experience three or more placement changes in the first year in care (Connell et al., 2006). Case record reviews of foster care alumni found that 32.3% youths had experienced eight or more moves over their time in care (Pecora et al., 2005). Studies have shown that early instability in foster care places children at increased risk for later mood difficulties and behavior problems, even when early behavior problems are taken into account (Newton, Litrownik, & Landsverk, 2000; Rubin, O’Reilly, Luan, & Localio, 2007; Ryan & Testa, 2005). Children experiencing instability also have a high rate of additional placement disruption, have greater difficulty finding permanent homes, and experience poorer adult outcomes (Newton et al., 2000; Wulczyn, Kogan, & Harden, 2003). A number of studies examine factors that predict placement disruptions and a few test statistical models to explain which cases become unstable. As discussed later in greater detail, one study (James, 2004), looked at case records and examines the specific reasons why placement moves take place. But we have found no studies that focus on unstable cases and examine case records to explore the specific reasons why these placements disrupt. Yet understanding the reasons for placement changes in unstable cases would provide clues about how to prevent instability. To help explain the reasons for instability, this article uses content analysis of case records to categorize the reasons for moves in 53 unstable cases, and qualitative analysis to explore these reasons further. The qualitative analysis examines both individual moves and patterns across moves.

The research identifying factors predicting disruptions in substitute care is substantial (for reviews, see Children and Family Research Center, 2004; Jones & Wells, 2008; Oosterman, Schuengel, Slot, Bullens, & Doreleijers, 2007). Oosterman et al.’s (2007) comprehensive review and meta-analysis of 26 studies found a range of different factors predicting either disruption of individual placements or instability measured in terms of multiple placements. Several factors were significant predictors of placement disruption across multiple studies: child behavior problems, older child age,
the child’s previous history of institutional care, number of previous placements (although it is not clear that this predictor is independent of other child variables like age and behavior problems), and various measures of the quality of and resources for foster caregiving. It should be noted that child behavior problems can be both a cause and an effect of instability, as longitudinal studies (Newton et al., 2000; Rubin et al., 2007) have found that early instability in care was associated with later child behavior problems.

By using statistical methods to correlate case characteristics with the event of disrupting one time or multiple times, these studies suggest factors that may contribute to instability, but they do not examine the specific reasons placements disrupt, which limits the information they provide on the processes underlying instability. James (2004) advanced the field by examining the specific reasons that caseworkers and caregivers identified for ending placements in foster care. In this study, case records for 580 children in foster care were reviewed, and data on reasons for placement change were abstracted. Forty-six codes were identified for a total of 1,663 placement changes, which were then organized into four broad categories: 1) system- or policy-related; 2) foster family-related; 3) biological family-related; and 4) child behavior problem-related.

System- or policy-related moves (70.2% of the total moves) were initiated by agencies to improve care. These included moves from shelter to short-term foster homes, moves from short-term to long-term or permanent foster homes, and moves to be placed with relatives and/or siblings. Foster family-related moves (8.1% of the total moves) were initiated by caregivers because of stressors or events in their lives (e.g., geographic moves, employment changes, health problems, or other family emergencies) and also by agencies because of concerns about caregivers (e.g., problems in licensing, maltreatment reports against caregivers, or caregivers’ failure to meet children’s treatment needs). Biological family-related moves (only 2.0% of the total moves) occurred either because children who had been reunified with their biological parents reentered care or because there were conflicts between the biological and foster families. Child behavior problem-related moves (19.7% of the total moves) were made because children’s behavior created problems in the home or because children moved to a treatment facility or other more restrictive care.

James (2004) has made a significant contribution to the literature, providing a taxonomy of moves and describing the relative frequency of each type of move. But her study did not distinguish between moves for children who generally experienced placement stability and moves for children who experienced multiple disruptions. The distribution of reasons for placement changes for children who have experienced multiple placements is likely to be somewhat different from children who have generally experienced stability in foster care.
The current study analyzes reasons for instability using an adaptation of the coding scheme from James' (2004) study. As in James' (2004) study, system- or policy-related moves, foster family-related moves and child behavior-related moves were coded (the biological family-related category was not used, as discussed later in text). However, the current study also expands on James (2004) in several ways. First, it focuses on reasons for placement change in a sample consisting solely of unstable cases, whereas James' study included both stable and unstable cases and did not distinguish between the two. Second, the child is the unit of analysis in this study rather than the individual move, as it was in James' study (2004). This allowed us to examine reasons for moves across placements in an attempt to understand why particular children tended to experience placement instability. Third, in addition to quantitatively coding reasons for placement disruption, the current study qualitatively describes specific patterns of child, caregiver, and caseworker or agency behavior associated with instability, both within individual moves and across moves.

In the current study, we sought answers to the following research questions:

- To what extent do system- or policy-related moves, child behavior-related moves and caregiver-related moves contribute to placement instability for unstable cases?
- What specific patterns of child, caregiver and caseworker (or agency) behavior occurred that helped lead to instability for each of these three factors?

METHOD

This article is one product of the Multiple Move Study, a collaborative project of the Children and Family Research Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the Department of Children and Family Service (DCFS) Division of Quality Assurance. The project aimed to understand the factors associated with multiple placement moves and to assess the impact of the Child and Youth Investment Teams (CAYIT) program, an intervention intended to reduce instability. Of all Illinois children living in traditional or kinship foster care at the beginning of the review period studied here, 92.5% were defined as living in stable placements (two or fewer placements within 18 months), and 7.5% were identified as multiple move cases (three or more placements within 18 months). The Illinois Department of Children and Family Services (IDCFS) sought to decrease the number of placements among the minority who experience instability. The assessment of CAYIT is beyond the scope of the present article, but is discussed in the project final report (Rolock, Koh, Cross & Eblen-Manning, 2009).
Sample
The data for the study sample were provided by the IDCFS. Initially, a total of 184 children were selected who had entered foster care before July 1, 2006, and had experienced three or more placements in traditional or relative family foster homes during an 18-month study eligibility period extending from July 1, 2006, to December 31, 2007. Although these were all IDCFS cases, most of the actual casework was provided by private child welfare agencies under contract to IDCFS. The definition of stability and instability were set by IDCFS, as part of the agency’s CAYIT intervention to decrease instability. Setting the threshold for instability at three placements takes into account the frequency with which children placed in care have emergency or short-term placements before going to a permanent setting, and is consistent with prior studies (see Hartnett, Leathers, Falconnier, & Testa, 1999; Webster, et al., 2000).

A sample of 61 children was selected from the 184 for intensive analysis. The 61 included the 11 children who had the most placement changes (due to the considerable policy interest in these cases by the IDCFS and other stakeholders), and 50 children who were randomly selected out of the remaining 173 children. Fifty-two percent of these children had a length of stay in care exceeding 1 year and 21% a length of stay exceeding 3 years. The median number of days in a placement for these children was 75 days. It should be noted that the 11 children with the most placement changes differed in important ways from the 50 randomly selected. These 11 cases had many more placement changes: a median of 19 versus a median of 6.5 in the rest of the sample. In addition, 55% of these 11 were from Cook County, encompassing Chicago, compared with 22% in the rest of the sample; and 91% of these 11 cases were African-American, compared with 48% in the rest of the sample. Placement changes for these 11 were more likely to stem from the need to change levels of care (e.g., to move to a more or less restrictive setting) than in the rest of the sample (18% versus 9% in the rest of the sample); and less likely to stem from stressors in foster families’ lives (2% versus 14%) or complaints against foster families (3% versus 13%). For the current study, eight cases were omitted from analysis because of missing data on the reasons for placement changes (as noted in following text), leaving an analysis sample for the current study of 53 cases.

Data Abstraction
The first step in this study was to abstract data for further analysis from case records maintained by IDCFS and private agencies. The research team created a standardized instrument to assist in abstracting and organizing case data relevant to placement instability. The team also developed a coding process that drew on the expertise of IDCFS’ Division of Quality Assurance (IDCFS QA)
and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign’s Foster Care Utilization Review Program (FCURP), an IDCFS contractor. Twenty-seven case reviewers from these two programs were selected to participate in the research; each had 10 to 20 years of experience and had reviewed thousands of cases. The fourth author, an experienced FCURP trainer, trained the case reviewers on how to complete each page and section of the review instrument, where to locate relevant information, and how to code specific questions.

Each case was reviewed by one reviewer. A variety of source materials contained in the case records were used to complete the instrument for each case, including a) investigation reports and notes; b) family histories of maltreatment investigation and case assignment; c) service plans; d) case-worker and supervisor notes; e) mental health, educational, developmental, and medical assessments and reports; f) placement change forms; g) case review feedback forms; h) permanency goal change forms; and i) service referral forms, summary reports and action plans.

Included in the instrument was a section for abstracting data on each specific placement of 10 days or more in the child’s current episode as an open IDCFS case. (A few children had been IDCFS clients in the past but then had become closed cases and did not receive IDCFS services until there was a new maltreatment report; placements from their previous episode of IDCFS services were not included in the present analysis.) A complete history of the child’s foster placements was abstracted for the child’s current episode in care up until the case closed or April 25, 2008, when reviewers began collecting data, whichever came first. This means that information was collected on placements before, during, and after the study eligibility period, which was from July 1, 2006, to December 31, 2007. Although placements during the study eligibility period were used to define the sample, per IDCFS’ definition of instability, a complete picture of instability required us to examine the entire array of placements for a child. The information obtained for each placement included:

- Type of placement (e.g., relative or non-relative foster home, group home);
- Length of stay in the placement;
- Caregiver and home characteristics;
- Relevant events during the placement;
- Record of visitation between the child and parents, siblings and case-workers;
- Caregiver strengths, assessed by the data abstractor from the case record;
- Concerns about the caregiver, assessed by the data abstractor from the case record; and
- Reason for placement change

Because case abstraction was developed within the context of case review practice and not academic research, there was no formal Interrater
reliability component to the study. However, additional steps were taken to maximize the accuracy of the data collected. Upon completion of each case reviewed with the research instrument, review team leaders would review each instrument for clarity, accuracy, and consistency. Review team leaders would then conduct a debriefing with the reviewer to explore additional information. The fourth author of this article then examined each completed case review instrument for clarity, accuracy, and consistency. Disagreements were resolved by discussion and consensus among the case reviewers and the additional staff reviewing the instrument. The fourth author also provided consultation on any questions related to case data that arose during data analysis.

Content Analysis on Reasons for Placement Changes

For each placement, the reviewer selected a code for the specific reason why the placement was ended, drawing on information from caregivers and/or caseworkers in the case record that reported their rationale for seeking a placement change. Based on previous literature (James, 2004; Proch & Taber, 1985), a list of 50 codes was generated, and the reviewer chose the primary reason from this list. Codes covered a wide range of specific events and circumstances. These included planned changes designed to manage care (e.g., “temporary placement awaiting more appropriate placement”) or improve outcomes for children (e.g., “permanency placement with relatives,” “moved to be with siblings”). They also included a range of unforeseen caregiver events or circumstances (e.g., “foster family moved,” “foster parent requested change: cannot provide long-term care”). Finally, there were several codes related to children’s behavior (e.g., “foster parent requested change: too much stress because of foster child’s behavior,” “foster parent requested change: cites child’s behavior problems”).

An adapted version of James’ (2004) framework was then used by the authors to categorize these 50 codes into three broader categories of reasons: 1) system- or policy-related; 2) caregiver-related; and 3) child behavior-related. Our caregiver-related group merged James’ (2004) foster family-related group and biological family-related group, because biological family-related placement changes were rare in our sample and often were not clearly distinguishable from foster family-related changes (e.g., when a placement change was made because biological and foster parents did not get along).

To assess the impact of each of these categories on placement instability, we calculated the following statistics: a) the proportion of cases in which the category was the most frequent reason for moves, b) the proportion of cases in which the category ever occurred, that is, explained at least one move, and c) the proportion of cases in which the category occurred frequently, that is, explained at least three moves.
Missing Data on Reasons for Placement Changes

Information in case records was insufficient to ascertain the reason for a placement change for a fairly substantial percentage of the placement changes, 34.5%. There are multiple reasons for the high rate of missing values on this variable. One problem is that case record information was not always supplied when a case was transferred from one private agency to another (or, for IDCFS cases, from one region to another), particularly for older placements that took place before the widespread use of electronic client records. In addition, cases managed by private agencies often had missing information because workers in private agencies could not input information into Illinois’ Statewide Child Welfare Information System (SACWIS) prior to mid-2005. Missing documentation was particularly problematic when placements involved stays in group homes and/or residential treatment centers, who were unlikely to supply case record information.

To insure that the reasons for placement changes that we analyzed here were relevant for studying instability, we adopted a rule that reasons for placement change had to be coded for at least three different placements to include a case in this analysis, and this resulted in a reduction from 61 cases to the analysis sample for the current study of 53 cases. There was an average of 6.0 placements per case with valid data on reasons for moves. This still left missing data on the reason for placement in 30% of placements. We found no significant differences in amount of missing data on this variable by child age, sex and race-ethnicity, and only a significant geographic difference between the North and Central regions, which suggests that overall the data on reasons for placement changes were representative of the population.

Qualitative Analysis

To supplement the content analysis of reasons, the first author also conducted a qualitative analysis to understand the processes involved in placement disruption in each of the three categories, with input from other authors on interpretation of case data. Case data were examined to assess more specifically reasons behind each placement disruption and to understand the events and the specific child, caregiver, and caseworker/agency thoughts and behaviors that were involved. We also looked at relevant contextual information from all the domains captured in the case abstraction process, such as the child’s mental health history information and the caregiver’s strengths. In addition to studying each move, the qualitative analysis looked for patterns across moves for a given child and examined whether cases stabilized during the review period and, if so, how it was done. Observations from individual cases were then aggregated using graphical methods and relevant trends were identified across cases.
RESULTS

In a majority of the cases, several different factors contributed to placement instability. Table 1 shows three different sets of statistics for each category of reasons for moves: 1) the number and percentage of cases in which that category was the most frequent category, 2) the number and percentage of cases in which that category occurred at least once, and 3) the number and percentage of cases with at least three moves attributable to that category.

Caregiver-Related Moves

Caregiver-related placement moves were the most common type of move for 34% of the children in the sample. Most children (81%) moved at least once due to caregiver-related reasons, and 32% of children experienced three or more caregiver-related moves. Caregiver-related moves were grouped into two subcategories: 1) reports of maltreatment or concerns about problematic parenting that led agencies to withdraw the child from a placement; and 2) changes in the caregiver’s life circumstances or attitude about foster care that led them to terminate a placement. Note that some cases had moves in both of these caregiver-related subcategories, so that some percentages below sum to more than 100%.

PROBLEMATIC FOSTER PARENTING

For the 43 children who experienced moves related to caregiver reasons, reports of maltreatment or agency concerns about problematic parenting led to placement disruptions in 32 of these cases (74% of caregiver-related moves); four children were moved three or more times due to problematic foster parenting.

The circumstances in some of these 32 cases are worth noting. Maltreatment would not necessarily need to be substantiated to trigger a move. One private child welfare agency had a policy of immediately removing children from a foster home whenever a maltreatment report was made against the caregiver, and then returning them if the report was unfounded;
one child experienced this twice. For eight children, an agency sought a change because caregivers were using corporal punishment or behaving harshly, although this behavior was not necessarily considered abuse per se. Six children were removed from placement because caregivers failed to take steps the agency deemed necessary for the safety and well-being of children or somehow did not meet care requirements, even though caregivers were not directly hurting children.

Changes in Foster Parent Life Circumstances

In 32 cases (60%), at least one caregiver ended a placement because of external demands or changes in their commitment to fostering that were reportedly unrelated to child behavior problems. Four children experienced this type of move three or more times. Geographic moves to another state, job demands or changes, unexpected changes in the number of dependents (e.g., other relatives moving in) and housing challenges were among the specific precipitants cited.

For four children, the permanency goal was reunification with a biological parent and a series of caregivers (usually relatives) took on the care of the child with the belief that the child’s stay with them would therefore be short. When biological parents struggled and reunification receded as a possibility, several of the kin caregivers in these cases requested that the children be removed from their home because they had not expected to provide long-term care. In 4 cases, a conflict with the child’s biological family (e.g., threatening telephone calls) led foster caregivers to end placements.

Child Behavior-Related

Child behavior problems were the most frequent reason for moves in 21 cases (40%). Most children (68%) experience at least one move because of child behavior problems, and 22 children (42%) experienced three or more moves due to child behavior problems. In addition, children who were moved because of behavior problems sometimes required temporary placements because their behavior made it difficult to find longer-term caregivers, further increasing instability. The temporary placements were sometimes with foster parents who agreed to provide temporary care and sometimes with relatives who felt they could only tolerate these children’s behavior for limited periods of time. Child behavior-related moves encompassed two primary subcategories: 1) moves out of foster homes because of child behavior problems, and 2) moves into residential mental health facilities (e.g., psychiatric hospitals, group homes or other facilities) because of child behavior and mental health problems. Child behavior problems further contributed to placement instability when youths ran away (five youths ran away; one five times) and when youths were put in detention (four youths).
MOVES OUT OF FOSTER HOMES BECAUSE OF CHILD BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS

Almost one-third of children (30%) were moved out of a foster home because of their behavior problems three or more times. Children were moved from kin or non-kin foster homes because their behavior posed risks to others in the home or because caregivers could not tolerate their difficult behaviors. Caregivers were frustrated or overwhelmed by children’s behavior or concerned about their inability to meet the children’s needs. Often these placements only lasted a few weeks or months. Typically, caregivers initiated the termination of the placements but sometimes the agency would step in if it judged that caregivers were not responding effectively to child behavior problems or caregivers were not getting children to the services they needed. While youths themselves did not have the authority to change their placements, their objections sometimes influenced caregivers and/or agencies to concede that a new placement was necessary.

Most of the times that children were moved because of behavior problems, the behavior was truly problematic, but five moves occurred because of behavior that appeared to be predictable, given children’s level of development. For example, one foster mother terminated a placement after 1 year of care because the adolescent girl seemed like she had an “attitude” when asked to clean the bathroom. Another girl was removed from a foster placement because she was whining and crying for her biological mother. While it is possible that the seriousness of these children’s behavior problems may have gotten “lost in translation” from caregiver complaint to caseworker entries into case records, such case examples nevertheless suggest that some moves may have been avoided if foster parents had the support and knowledge they needed to effectively manage the behaviors of the children in their homes.

MOVES INTO RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITIES

Moves into residential treatment facilities occurred more than three times for 11% of the sample. Most of the time, youths returned to their previous placement once their treatment was completed (which was not counted as a separate move), but three youths placed in treatment facilities did not return to their previous placement setting. Moves into residential treatment facilities typically occurred in cases that also had moves to new foster homes at other points because of the child’s behavior problems.

CHILD BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS AS AN INITIAL VERSUS LATER CONTRIBUTOR TO INSTABILITY

Because child behavior problems could be a cause of instability, but also a reaction to instability that children experienced for other reasons, we looked to see to what extent moves due to child behavior problems arose first in children’s early placements or only arose after disruptions because of other
reasons. In 53% of 36 cases in which children moved at least once due to their behavior problems, the children’s behavior issues were the primary reason for their initial placement change. In many of these cases, children entered care with behavior problems and these problems were often the major explanation for their placement instability. In the other 47% of the 36 cases in which behavior problems contributed to placement instability, the behavior problems only emerged after the children had already experienced one or more moves due to other reasons, primarily caregiver-related ones. In some cases, these children experienced considerable instability and stress prior to any child behavior problems being evident in the record. In several cases, children were preschoolers or in the early years of elementary school when their foster placement was disrupted, and their behavior problems that caused placement disruptions emerged only later in their elementary school years or adolescence.

System- or Policy-Related Moves

System- or policy-related moves were the most frequent category of moves in 20% of cases. Most children (64%) moved at least once because of system or policy reasons, and over a quarter of children (27%) experienced three or more moves due to system- or policy-related reasons. System- or policy-related moves could be divided into two subcategories: 1) moves stemming from the temporary nature of many placements, and 2) moves made to further other child welfare goals, such as finding a permanent home for a child (permanence) or a placement with kin or siblings to facilitate children’s connection to their family of origin (continuity).

Temporary Placements

Twenty children (38%) experienced placements that were explicitly designed to be temporary; only one child experienced this type of move more than twice. When children were put in a temporary placement, it was usually because a long-term or permanent home could not be identified in time or was not ready to take the children. Temporary placements automatically double the effect on the number of placements a child experiences compared with other types of placements, since they necessarily require at least one more move. Temporary placements often occurred when children first entered care because time was needed to conduct an appropriate assessment and find a well-matched home, but also occurred following many disruptions throughout children’s time in care.

In a few cases, temporary placements were arranged for respite care (e.g., for the duration of a foster caregiver’s vacation in three cases), or were made pending a specific permanent placement: one child was in a temporary foster home for 71 days in order to give a prospective foster parent time to...
prepare to provide permanent care for the child. Much more frequently, a longer-term placement was not in view when a temporary placement was made, and agencies had to search for it during a child’s stay in the temporary placement. The length of temporary placements varied considerably. Most of them lasted from a few days up to 3 weeks, but sometimes the temporary placement was surprisingly long. In one case, for example, a child was placed in a potential permanent home after staying in a temporary placement for 20 months.

**Moves to accomplish child welfare goals**

It was also common for agencies to initiate placement changes to attempt to accomplish child welfare goals such as reunification, continuity, and permanence. Three sets of sibling pairs and two other children in the sample were at some point reunified with parents at least once. In every case, the initial reunification failed, and two of these children had a second failed reunification. In only one case did a child return home again by the end of the study period.

Sixteen children were moved to be with kin caregivers, with the idea of increasing children’s long-term stability and continuity with family of origin. Yet kin placements did not end instability in these cases. All of these children had experienced placement changes after their initial placement with a relative and nine of them had subsequent placements with other relatives—one had gone through seven different relative foster homes. Among the 16 children, only four were living with a relative at the end of the study period, although one had moved from a placement with relatives to reunification with a parent.

Eleven children were moved into a permanent placement with relatives. A placement with relatives is thought to promote children’s connection with their family of origin. Some studies show greater stability for kin placements (Beeman, Kim & Bullerdick, 2000; Koh & Testa, 2008), at least in the early stages of out-of-home placement (Testa, 2002), although Oosterman et al.’s (2007) meta-analysis showed no effect of kinship care on stability on average across studies. Recent research also suggests that kin placements can provide good opportunities for legal permanence (Koh & Testa, 2008; Rolock, Gleeson, Leathers & Dettlaff, 2011; Testa, 2002; Testa, Shook, Cohen & Woods, 1996), given the acceptance in recent years of subsidized guardianship as an acceptable permanency outcome (Testa, 2005). In seven of the cases in which children had moved into a permanent placement with relatives, the placements disrupted because of child or sibling behavior problems or changes in the kin caregivers’ commitment. After the disruption of these placements, children usually experienced multiple additional placements. In four cases, the permanent placement with relatives appeared to have met its goal, since the children were still with the same caregivers at the end of the
study period, and the duration of the stay in the placements at that point ranged from 211 to 524 days.

Ten children experienced placement changes designed to keep or reconnect them with siblings; three children experienced this type of move more than once. Child welfare policy aims to place foster children with siblings whenever possible to provide and support continuity with their family of origin (Palmer, 1995). In four cases, moves were made to reconnect the child with siblings who had been placed apart. In eight cases, children were moved so that they could remain with or reconnect with a sibling who was being or had been moved because of behavior problems. Sometimes this type of move happened repeatedly—one child experienced five moves within 2 years solely because of sibling behavior problems, even though a foster family wanted to keep the child and was willing to provide permanent care. In some cases the child without behavior problems wanted to stay with their behaviorally disordered sibling; in other cases they wanted to stay while the sibling moved. In three cases, children were at some point separated from their siblings because the siblings’ behavior problems were too severe to keep them together.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of the study show that placement instability is complex, and caregiver, child and system and policy factors all contribute to it. Most cases involved at least one placement change attributable to each of these sources. Each source had a notable percentage of cases in which it was the most frequent reason for moves.

**Caregiver-Related Moves**

One might assume that the child would always be the most important factor in explaining placement instability because the child is the constant across multiple moves, but caregiver factors rivaled child factors in importance. One important finding of the study was the striking proportion of cases in which children were moved because of maltreatment allegations against foster caregivers or other concerns about their parenting, although many of the reports were not substantiated. The vast majority of foster placements are safe for children (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, 2009), but something about these multiple move cases may have led them to have maltreatment reports at a higher rate than the majority of children in foster care. Perhaps children's behavior in these cases was more likely to elicit aggressive responses from caregivers, or perhaps it was more difficult to find adequate caregivers for children in unstable cases and therefore they were more likely to be placed with
caregivers who are at greater risk for maltreating children. Perhaps also maltreatment in one foster home had lasting effects on children that led to behavior that disrupted subsequent placements. The frequency of caregiver-related moves in this study suggests the need for more in-depth research on the relationship between children and caregivers in cases with multiple moves.

Several children experienced multiple, apparently independent placement disruptions because of changes in foster caregivers’ lives or in caregivers’ appraisal of providing care. This needs further exploration. To some extent, this may simply represent an effect of the sample selection process in the study. Any child in foster care is at risk of placement disruption (e.g., one study found the risk of a disruption in the first two years of foster care to be 33% to 66%; Berrick, Needell, Barth, & Jonson-Reid, 1998). Given the overall rate of placement disruptions, gathering a sample of cases with multiple moves from a population of hundreds of cases is likely to select some cases in which children, just by chance, had multiple disruptions due to caregiver factors. On the other hand, there is a possibility that there might be some factors that we did not measure well enough in the study, which would help to explain why some children experienced multiple independent placement disruptions that were attributed to caregiver factors. Perhaps some agencies responsible for a child were deficient in recruiting, training and supporting out-of-home caregivers in ways we did not detect. Or some children might have had behavioral tendencies interfering with placements that were not captured by the current study methods. Clearly, future research is needed that explores why some children have multiple caregiver-related disruptions.

Child Behavior-Related Moves

A number of children experienced placement instability primarily because of child behavior problems, which contributed to instability in several ways. Behavior problems led caregivers to end placements, created placement disruptions in themselves (e.g., running away and detention), and sometimes led to moves because children needed to enter residential treatment settings. The major role of child behavior problems in placement instability is not surprising given considerable previous research that reports high rates of mental health problems among children in foster care (see, e.g., Cross & Bruhn, 2010; Heflinger, Simpkins, & Combs-Orme, 2000; Pilowsky & Wu, 2006). The effect of behavior problems on placement instability is one of many important reasons for addressing children’s mental health needs adequately, particularly since the instability they create in turn can exacerbate children’s mental health problems. Addressing the mental health needs of children in foster care requires providing effective mental health services, but it also requires carefully selecting foster caregivers who receive adequate training, resources and support. In a few cases, the behavior problems that led foster
caregivers to terminate placement may actually have been predictable given children’s developmental level, and may have been manageable by caregivers with sound knowledge of child development and training in behavior management techniques. Caregivers asking for placement changes because of children’s behavior may respond to increased help from caseworkers in providing children’s services or behavior management training. When children do have serious behavior problems, treatment foster care is an effective, empirically supported model (Reddy & Pfeiffer, 1997). In treatment foster care, caregivers are specially selected and trained to be able to deal with emotional and behavior problems, have fewer foster children in the home, and receive additional agency support.

The findings of the study also reinforce previous research suggesting that placement instability is not only a result of children’s behavior problems, but also a cause of them. In nearly half of cases in which child behavior problems contributed to instability, the behavior problems emerged only after children experienced caregiver-related placement disruptions. Early caregiver-related disruptions may diminish children’s capacity to attach to and trust others, and may heighten their anxiety, depression and anger, increasing the risk of child behavior problems. Behavior problems that arise from early placement disruptions can then cause long-term instability. Thus children’s early experiences in out-of-home care may play a central role in later placement instability. Therefore, it is important to insure the quality and stability of early foster placements to help prevent child behavior problems that can lead to long-term instability.

The impact of children’s mental health problems on placement instability should be an important consideration when choosing mental health services for youths in foster care. Providing mental health services in the least intrusive community-based environment possible is an important principle (see, for example, the joint policy statement of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry [AACAP] and the Child Welfare League of America [CWLA]; AACAP, 2002); however, according to this principle, the risk to the child takes precedence over intrusiveness of treatment. The risk of placement instability should be one component of the risk evaluation involved in deciding whether and how long children should be placed in community settings like kin or foster homes or more intrusive settings like residential treatment centers, group homes or psychiatric hospitals. The benefits of the least intrusive community-based placements may not apply to children who cannot be stably maintained in them. One key factor is the availability and quality of treatment foster care homes.

System- or Policy-Related Moves

The findings on temporary placements suggest one part of the process that leads to large numbers of moves for the children in the study. Caregiver-
or child behavior-related disruptions force child welfare agencies to find a new placement rapidly, before there is an opportunity to find an appropriate caregiver who can make a lasting commitment. This leads to a temporary placement that necessarily must be ended to move a child into a permanent placement. In this way, one placement has cascaded into three. In several cases, this sequence was repeated more than once.

This study also suggests that agency-initiated moves must be made carefully, particularly when a child has already experienced instability, because there is a risk that they will backfire and actually increase instability. A move made to place children in permanent homes or improve their well-being in other ways is still disruptive in the short-term, and will simply increase instability if it fails. The risk of increasing instability with these types of moves heightens the importance of carefully assessing caregivers when making moves designed to increase continuity and permanence, and providing caregivers with resources and supports.

Limitations and Future Research

Interpretation of the results of the study must take into account limitations in the methods used. The sample used for this study is cross-sectional and therefore biased towards children with longer lengths of stay (see Wulczyn, 1996). A sample that followed a cohort entering foster care would be more representative of the foster care population and would include more patterns of instability characteristic of children with shorter lengths of stay. The hybrid nature of the sampling (combining purposive sampling of the 11 most frequently moved cases and random sampling of the remainder) is a further issue because it makes it difficult to focus estimates on a particular unstable population. Future research should examine the reasons for instability in larger samples of both extremely and moderately unstable children.

Missing data could bias the results if certain reasons for moves were more likely to be documented in case records. It is possible that reasons for moves that did not necessarily reflect well on the agency or worker were less likely to be included. The method of the study was also limited in that it only allowed for coding the primary reason for a placement disruption. It is likely that many disruptions involved a combination of caregiver- and child-related reasons, reflecting a poor fit between child and caregiver, or that system-related moves were, in some cases, responsive to caregiver or child factors that were making a given placement unstable. Perhaps the most important limitation is that coding reasons for moves from case records tell us too little about the thinking process that leads to moves. The documentation of events leading up to a placement move is limited to what staff chose to record. Details of what precipitated a move were often lacking, and caseworker perceptions of parent and child reports about why a placement ended may sometimes have been distorted. Future research on placement instability in
foster care should interview caregivers, children and caseworkers, using both quantitative and qualitative methods, to gather more detailed information and examine the decision-making processes that lead to instability.

CONCLUSION

The most significant benefit of this study may be to dispel the assumption that cases with multiple placement changes necessarily represent difficult children that are inherently impossible to keep in stable homes. The study shows that caregiver, child and agency behaviors all play a major role in placement instability, and disruptions due to child behavior sometimes occur only after earlier, potentially traumatic disruptions. Even when child behavior is the primary reason for instability in an unstable case, more can be done to prevent instability by providing children with the services they need and caregivers with the resources and supports they need.

Because multiple factors contribute to placement instability, child welfare services should pursue a variety of strategies to reduce it. Caseworkers should be trained to recognize the multiple sources of instability, and to weigh the possible effects on stability when planning placement changes. Child welfare services should continually seek improvements in recruitment, training and support of foster caregivers. Increases in the availability of mental health services for foster children are needed, along a full continuum of care varying in intensity and restrictiveness. If triage is necessary for services, children with previous placement instability should receive priority. Movement of children to improve care must be based on careful assessment of children’s and prospective caregivers’ capabilities, and must be implemented with adequate supports. Web-based data systems should be designed to enable both private and public caseworkers and supervisors to enter placement data easily and track placement stability throughout their work with a child, and maintaining placement data (even when children are placed in group settings) should be a performance expectation. Taking these steps could help prevent the cascade of placement disruptions that can become long-term placement instability, and thereby substantially improve the well-being of many children at risk of instability in foster care.
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